We present Washington CT 1 T 2 photometry of a field central to the Boötes I dwarf spheroidal galaxy, which was discovered as a stellar overdensity in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (DR5). We show that the Washington filters are much more effective than the Sloan filters in separating the metal-poor turn-off stars in the dwarf galaxy from the foreground stars. We detect 165 objects in the field, and statistically determine that just over 40% of the objects are non-members. Our statistical analysis mostly agrees with radial velocity measurements of the brighter stars. We find that that there is a distinct main-sequence turn-off and subgiant branch, where there is some evidence of a spread in chemical abundance. Any evidence of an age spread is limited to a few billion years. The brightest 7 Boötes I members give a (photometric-color derived) weighted mean iron-abundance of [F e/H] = −2.1 +0.3 −0.5 , and the best-fit isochrone is the 14.1 Gyr, Z=0.0002 model, with (m − M ) V = 19.11 and E(B − V ) = 0.02.
Introduction
Over the last few years, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) has been mined for stellar overdensities, leading to the discovery of many new systems which have the broad characteristics of dwarf galaxy-satellites of the Milky Way. In addition to Boötes I (Belokurov et al. 2006a) , we also include Boötes II (Walsh et al. 2007 ), Canes Venatici (Zucker et al. 2006a ), Willman 1 (Willman et al. 2005a ), Ursa Major (Willman et al. 2005b) , Ursa Major II (Zucker -2 -et al. 2006b ), Hercules, Coma Berenices, SEGUE 1, Canes Venatici II, Leo IV (Belokurov et al. 2006b ). Belokurov et al. (2006a, hereafter B06) describe the method used to search the SDSS ugriz data for stellar overdensities. They also performed follow-up observations with the 4-m Blanco Telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory in Chile of a 36 ′ × 36 ′ field in the g and i bands. B06 compared the color-magnitude diagram (CMD) of Boötes I with that of the metal-poor galactic globular cluster, M92. Their deep (wide-field) Boötes I CMD is very crowded near the main sequence turn-off, but B06 use the fiducial ridgeline of M92 to state that Boötes I is younger and slightly more metal-poor than M92 (for which [F e/H] ∼ −2.3). The characteristic scale length of Boötes I was found to be about 220 pc at a distance of about 60 kpc. This distance is similar to that of the outermost halo globular clusters in our galaxy, closer than that of most of our accompanying dwarf galaxies which reside at distances of about 100 kpc (accompanied by a few globulars). This preliminary work shows that the dwarf galaxy is distorted (from the density contours), which suggests that it may be experiencing tidal disruption. At M V − 5.8 mag, Boötes I is one of the faintest dSphs found to date, and one of the closest. Muñoz et al. (2006) took spectra of red giant branch (RGB) and asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars (selected from SDSS DR4, because of proprietary issues at the time) in the core of Boötes I and south of declination 14.8 • . The radial velocity data on the stars did not clearly distinguish the Boötes I population from the Milky Way stars, so they used spectroscopic features to remove foreground stars. Their data (for only 7 stars) yielded a systematic velocity of 95.6 ± 3.4 km/s, a central velocity dispersion of 6.6 ± 2.3 km/s, and a mass of 1.1 +1.3 −0.5 × 10 7 M ⊙ . Muñoz et al. (2006) have found that Boötes I is not only one of the faintest known dSphs, but also one of the darkest (M/L ratio of between 130-680), and most metal poor, at [F e/H] ∼ −2.5. Martin et al. (2007) observed candidate Boötes I red giants from SDSS (DR4) with Keck/DEIMOS, converting measurements of the Ca II lines to [F e/H], finding 99.9±2.4 km/s, with central velocity dispersion σ = 6.5 +2.1 −1.3 km/s for their final sample of 24 stars with small velocity uncertainties. For the DEIMOS sample, [F e/H] ∼ −2.1, with one star at -2.7. Martin et al. (2007) discuss the systematic uncertainties involved, and part of the reason their data seems to skew more metal-rich than Muñoz et al. (2006) (and Siegel 2006) may be due to Martin et al. using the Caretta & Gratton (1997) metallicity scale rather than that of Zinn & West (1984) . However, Martin et al. note that none of the groups doing spectroscopy were using techniques which had been calibrated below [F e/H] ∼ −2.3, so the discrepancies might stem from that factor.
Siegel's CMD was in (B-I), with the M-DDO51 colors used to remove field dwarfs. Dall 'Ora et al. (2006) presented the V,I light curves of 12 variables, 11 of which were RR Lyraes. They find the distance modulus to be 19.11 ± 0.08 mag for the assumed metal abundance of [F e/H] ∼ −2.5 and E(B − V ) = 0.02, which we use as our distance modulus and extinction values in this paper. Unfortunately, these variable stars fell outside our central field.
Recently, de Jong et al. (2008) performed a numerical analysis of the SDSS CMDs of several dSphs and globular clusters, using the new software package MATCH. They found that the Boötes I SDSS data was consistent with the population being old and metal-poor, with no evidence of more than one burst of star formation. The CMD-analysis only showed CVn I, UMa II, and Leo T having more than one epoch of star formation, but the conclusions were drawn from SDSS-data only,
We have obtained photometry in the Washington filters to investigate the main sequence turnoff (MSTO) and subgiant branch (SGB) of Boötes I. The CT 1 T 2 photometry provides metallicity as well as temperature information for the cluster's giants and subgiants. The position of the RGB is metallicity-dependent, but we examine the MSTO/SGB region to search for evidence of age spreads.
Observations
We observed one field centered on (RA = 14 h 00 m 06 s , Dec = 14.5 • ; J2000) with the Apache Point Observatory 3.5-m telescope, using the direct imaging SPIcam system. The detector is a backside-illuminated SITe TK2048E 2048 × 2048 pixel CCD with 24 micron pixels, which we binned (2 × 2), giving a plate scale of 0.28 arcseconds per pixel, and a field of view of 4.78 × 4.78 square arcminutes. The data set for Boötes I was taken on 2007 March 19. We took 21 frames in Washington C, and Cousins R and I filters, with exposure time ranging from 1 seconds to 1000 seconds. The readout noise was 5.7e-with a gain of 3.4 e-/ADU. The images were flat-fielded using dome flats, along with a sequence of zeros. We then processed the images using the image-processing software in IRAF.
As we described in Hughes et al. (2007;  studying the bulge globular cluster, NGC 6388), we substituted R-and I-filters for Washington T 1 and T 2 , because (R − I) can be converted to (T 1 − T 2 ) linearly. R & I are broader than Washington T 1 and T 2 , which reduces the observing time, and the Washington C-filter is much broader than the B-band of the UBV system as well as the Strömgren v-band. The C-band is also more sensitive to metallicity than the B-filter. Due to these factors, we prefer the Washington filters over the more commonly used BVRI-filters. Geisler & Sarajedini (1999) explained the advantages that the Washington system provides: they widen the separation of the giant branches of different metallicities (giving a resolution for RGB fiducials of ∼ 0.15 dex), while the reddening sensitivity of the Washington filters is half that of the (V-I) colors. In this paper, we use the "New Washington System CCD Standard Fields", SA 101 and SA -4 -107 (Geisler 1996) , the standard giant branches of Geisler & Sarajedini (1999; hereafter, GS99) , and the theoretical models of Marigo et al. (2008) . We note that Sneden et al. (2000) find that M15 and M92 have a similar abundances, [F e/H] ∼ −2.3, wheras the -2.15 of GS99 comes from Zinn (1985) .
Our photometry on 2007 March 19 yielded matches to the GS99 standard system of σ rms = 0.011 in T 1 , σ rms = 0.023 in C, and σ rms = 0.017 in T 2 . In T 1 , the average uncertainties in the final CMD were σ rms ≤ 0.03 at the level of the horizontal branch, and σ rms = 0.05 just above the MSTO. The transformation equations are as follows:
(1)
Here, X denotes the airmass and the subscript i indicates the instrumental magnitude. Table 1 lists the data taken in spring, 2007 at APO. The images taken on 2007 March 19 had sub-arcsecond seeing. We did take data on an offset Boötes I field and an off-dSph region at the same galactic latitude on the night of UT 2008 January 14, but the seeing was 2-3 ′′ and variable. We use the "foreground" field for non-member selection, but we do not include the extra Boötes I field because the data were of much poorer quality.
We used the DAOPHOT program in IRAF (Stetson et al. 1990 ) to perform crowded field photometry, although it was scarcely necessary for this sparsely populated field (compared to a globular cluster) of the Boötes I dwarf. Artificial-star experiments found that for the deepest Cframes, and the 300-s R and I exposures, nearly all the artificial objects placed in the field (except close to the bright foreground stars) were recovered (adding about 20% to the total number of detections, with a range of magnitudes from 16-22 in T 1 ).
We used two iterations of (DAOPHOT-PHOT-ALLSTAR), with the first iteration having a detection threshold of 4σ, and the second pass had a 5σ detection limit. We used 10-15 stars to construct the point spread functions (PSFs), and did not allow it to vary over the chip (there was clear evidence that the PSF was constant over the whole frame anyway). ALLSTAR was further constrained to only detect objects with a CHI-value (the DAOPHOT goodness-of-fit statistic) between 0.5 and 1.5 (to remove cosmic rays and non-stellar, extended objects). We found the aperture correction between the small (3 pixel) aperture used by ALLSTAR in the Boötes I field, and the larger (10 pixel) aperture used for the standards, by using the PSF stars in each image. We used the IMMATCH programs to match the source lists in each frame, which resulted in several data sets in C, T 1 & T 2 . We then put together the final source list as follows: requiring that each star be detected in at least one image in each filter, and the final magnitude and colors were calculated as the weighted mean of each individual detection We calculated uncertainties for each individual object in each frame by taking the uncertainties from photon statistics, DAOPHOT's uncertainties, the aperture corrections, and the standard photometric errors in quadrature. Figure 1 shows the total uncertainties in T 1 , (C − T 1 ) and (T 1 − T 2 ) against the T 1 -magnitude. Figure 2a shows Washington CMD of the 165 stars (listed in Table 2 ). In Figure 2b , we display the data set with the standard giant branches of GS99 (having marked values of [Fe/H]), where M15 (GS99) data (small circles) are shown for comparison. We use the distance modulus of 19.11 and E(B − V ) = 0.02. To convert from E(B − V ) to the reddening in the Washington filters we used: Geisler, Claria & Minniti (1991) and GS99. We note that care should be taken in areas of suspected variable extinction (see discussion in Hughes et al. 2007 , for NGC 6388). Twarog et al. (2006) state that a small shift of only 0.05 in E(B−V ) increases the Washington-[F e/H] from −0.57 to −0.35 for Melotte 71. Fortunately, the small extinction value of E(B − V ) ∼ 0.02, (Dall'Ora et al. 2006 ) and high galactic latitude, reduces this possibility for Boötes I. We plot the Boötes I stars (open squares) with their error bars, and note that there are at least 4-6 stars in the blue straggler region, brighter and bluer than the main-sequence turn-off. Our photometry does not appear to have any color-shifts with respect to the M15 data from GS99, which has (m − M ) V = 15.41 and E(B − V ) = 0.10.
Boötes I Membership
Our method of using three Washington filters, CT 1 T 2 , is meant to provide more than one color to determine Boötes I membership. As demonstrated by Siegel, Shetrone & Irwin (2008) for Willman 1, follow-up studies showed that many of the brightest stars thought to be part of that system's RGB, were dwarf stars and halo objects. For future follow-up spectroscopy, we want to know whether the Boötes I RGB stars really belong to the dSph.
In an ideal situation, we would have obtained exactly the same number of frames in each filter on the off-galaxy field (at the same galactic latitude), on the same night, under the same seeing conditions. However, we obtained frames of an offset Boötes I field and an off-galaxy field on 2008 January 14, with integration times of 180s at I, 240s at R and 360s at C. These data only reached the base of the RGB, with seeing of 2-3 arcseconds, compared to sub-arcsecond seeing on 2007 March 19. We did detect 14 objects in the off-galaxy field compared with 34 in the offset Boötes I field. We show these objects as open stars in Figure 3 . This CMD also shows the M15 objects (GS99, small circles) and the proposed Boötes I stars (filled squares). Since the off-galaxy field could not go deep enough to reach the Boötes I MSTO, we used the TRILEGAL 1.1 code (see Girardi et al. 2005) , which simulates photometry (in many filter combinations) for any galactic field. We ran the code, using the web interface, 1 for the same area as our Boötes I field, with the same limiting magnitude in T 1 . The run with the standard galactic parameters (A V , IMF, e.t.c., see Girardi et al. 2005 ) yielded 76 simulated objects (shown as crosses in Figure 3 ), which can now be treated as foreground contaminating stars. From the initial numbers in the real and simulated fields, we expect at least 40% of the on-Boötes I source list to be foreground objects, mostly in the giant branches, not the MSTO region. As a first cut in the cleaning process, Figure 3 shows that the M15 data and the Boötes I MSTO are best fit by the Z=0.0002, 14.1 Gyr isochrone of Marigo et al. (2008) . 2 It is likely that none of the Boötes I members fall beyond the Z=0.0006, 12.7 Gyr isochrone. (2008) is also drawn, showing that the sub-giant and MSTO stars that do not share the colors of the foreground objects, stay to the metal-poor side of this line. This color-color plot is only sensitive to metallicity, as all the isochrones at the same Z fall in the same locus. Foreground dwarfs with red (T 1 − T 2 ) vs. (C − T 1 ) colors do occupy the locus of the metal-poor RGB-tip stars, which was the case with Willman 1 (Siegel, Shetrone & Irwin 2008) . Thus, Figure 4 shows that resorting to cuts in color would only be successful at the MSTO to the base of the RGB. As we have done with NGC 6388 & ω Cen (Hughes et al. 2007; Hughes & Wallerstein 2000) , we can statistically compare the off-galaxy region (and the simulated field) to the Boötes I field. We subtract the foreground stars statistically by the following method, used by Hughes & Wallerstein (2000) , which was adapted from Mighell, Sarajedini, & French (1998) .
We calculate the probability that the star in the Boötes I field CMD is a member of the dSph population as:
Where α is the ratio of the area of the dSph galaxy region to the area of the field region and
The equations are taken from the Appendix of Hughes & Wallerstein (2000) , and corresponding to eq. [2] of Mighell et al. (1998) and eq. [9] of Gehrels (1986) . Here, Equation 5 is the estimated upper (84%) confidence limit of N of f , using Gaussian statistics.
The above quantity is then the lower 95% confidence limit for N on (eq.
[3] of Mighell et al. 1998, and eq. [14] of Gehrels 1986). The field area was the same as the galaxy area in this case. Then, in -7 -order to decide if any particular star is a cluster member, we generate a uniform random number, 0 < p ′ < 1. If p > p ′ , we accept the star as a member of the dSph. We ran the cleaning process twice, using the real off-galaxy field for the RGB stars, and then using the TRILEGAL-generated objects for the whole sample. We found that the results were consistent for the overalapping RGB stars.
When the above process is performed for a globular cluster field with thousands (or tens of thousands) of stars, compared with a few hundred non-members, the statistical cleaning process rejects few real cluster members. However, with the small numbers involved here, we are more careful to examine each object (which is also more feasible with 165 objects, rather than thousands). In Table 2 , we have identified classes of objects, A-F, which correspond with the likelihood of the object being a real dSph member. Figure 5 is a finding chart for these objects based on the 300s R-image. Table 2 also lists the J2000 equatorial coordinates of the stars, which we derived using the 2MASS stars in the image to construct the plate solution (using the IMCOORDS program suite in IRAF). Objects were ranked as class A if they passed the statistical cleaning process, were in the right color area of We compared our RGB stars with the Martin et al. (2007) proper motion survey (see Table 2 ), and showed that we rejected the non-members in the sample overlap. The only giant which fell outside the A-class was object #8, classified C, which has the right colors, but was in a region of the CMD with many foreground stars. We have shown that the statistical rejection method used alone is unlikely to select a non-member, but might reject a few metal-poor RGB stars.
Discussion & Conclusions
The (T 1 − T 2 ) vs. (C − T 1 ) color-color plot in Figure 6 of the A-class Boötes I stars (plus #8) show that they are of low metallicity (mostly [F e/H] ≤ −2.0). The reddening here is very low, and does not affect the color-color plot significantly. Distance modulus errors are more problematic for the CMDs, but the values used: (m − M ) V = 19.11 ± 0.08 mag and E(B − V ) = 0.02, give consistent fits to the isochrones in both the CMDs and the color-color plots. The star with the very red (T 1 − T 2 )-color is #29 in Table 2 . This star sits at the base of the RGB in Figure 3 , and is likely to be a foreground dwarf that did not get rejected statistically. Our result is consistent with recently reported spectroscopy (Norris et al. 2008; Ivans et al. 2008) . Norris et al. (2008) used the AAOmega multifibre facility on the Anglo-Australian Telescope, obtaining spectra over 3800-4600Å. They used the Ca II K line and the G-band to determine [F e/H] = −2.6 ± 0.5 for 19 stars, which had S/N > 14 per 0.34Å pixel at 4100Å. Ivans et al. (2008) used Magellan's multi-object echellette at Las Campanas Observatory to obtain higher resolution spectra of two Boötes I RGB stars, which were [F e/H] = −2.3 (with [α/F e] = +0.4) and -1.9 ([α/F e] = +0.2). Considering the Salaris et al. (1993) formula for comparing solar-scaled to alpha-enhanced isochrones, Z = Z 0 (0.638f α + 0.362), where Z 0 is the non-enhanced metallicity and f α is the average enhancement factor, the RGB in Figure 7a would then appear to be ≥ 0.0001 more metal-rich than is implied by Figure 6 (and the spectroscopic results).
We use the CMD and the color-color plot to estimate the metallicities of the stars, which both have their biasses. Figure 7a shows the CMD for the classes of objects from Table 2 . We note that the reddest RGB-tip star is also in the region with many foreground objects, whereas the MSTO stars are relatively uncontaminated. The star (#8) which is close to the horizontal branch area was not noted as variable in Siegel (2006) and looks to be more metal rich that the rest of the class A stars, but is not inconsistent with the spectroscopic data, discussed previously. The base of the RGB is also an area which had many foreground contaminants. The relatively-clean MSTO region shows a tight, single turn-off, which can be reproduced by the main Boötes I stars having Z=0.0002 and an age of 14.1 Gyrs, with some stars being as metal-rich as Z=0.0003 at 12.2 Gyrs. We show that these isochrones 3 overlap, giving a narrow MSTO-SGB region, and are -9 -consistent with the color-color plot in Figure 6 .
We note the presence of at least 4 blue straggler stars (BSS), which passed the cleaning process and are well-separated from the other MSTO stars in (T 1 − T 2 ) and. (C − T 1 ). We show the isochrones for the most metal-poor models (Z=0.0001) for 4.5 & 0.004 Gyr. The bluest BSS seem to be on the metal-poor main sequence, which appears to be more metal-poor than Z=0.0001. BSS are either primordial (having been formed with the rest of the stellar population in the system) or collisional (formed at different epochs due to collisions or close passes between stars). Momany et al. (2007) discussed the BSS population of dSphs that had not undergone recent star formation, which included Boötes I. They found that the BSS frequency for the lowest luminosity dwarf galaxies (which again includes Boötes I) agreed with the frequency for the Milky Way halo and open clusters; and they derived a statistically significant F BSS HB − M V anti-correlation for these dSphs similar to that observed in globular clusters. Figure 7 does show the suggestion of a blue plume, which is an old BSS population (similar to that seen in open and globular clusters in our galaxy), but the photometric errors are larger, and the color-separation is less clear. In the A-class sample of Table 2 , there is one possible HB star and at least 4 BSS, making the Momany et al. (2007) statistic F BSS HB = log(N BSS /N HB ) = 0.6, for this central region, whereas Momany et al. (2007) find it is ∼ 0.25 for the whole Boötes I field. The known RR Lyrae stars are outside our central field, but the central Boötes I population has its F BSS HB -value closer to the mean BBS values for the Milky Way halo (Preston & Sneden 2000) . Ferraro et al. (2006) analyzed the BS population of ω Cen (a non-relaxed system), deciding that the stars had to be produced by non-collisional processes. Certainly, in this sparsely populated dSph, these BS also have to be non-collisional in origin. There is no evidence of recent star formation in Boötes I, with Bailin & Ford (2007) finding it devoid of HI gas.
Unlike the previously-published photometry in BV I (Siegel 2006; Dall'Ora et al. 2006 ) and gi (B06), the MSTO region is clearly separated from the foreground stars in the Washington filters. Zucker et al. (2006b) saw clear evidence for a broadened MSTO and SGB in the UMa II Dwarf, and while there is likely some spread in [Fe/H] at the MSTO, the distribution of MSTO and SGB stars argues against a long period of continuous star formation (more than about 2 Gyr), and a ≥ 1.0 dex spread in [F e/H]. Membership can be more properly determined by radial velocity studies, such as that by Muñoz et al. (2006) and Martin et al. (2007) , but these can only be performed on large telescopes for giants. In the Muñoz et al. (2006) study (discussed in §1), 58 stars were observed, selected as having the correct colors (in the gi-filters) to be RGB or AGB objects belonging to Boötes I. Only 12 objects had radial velocities in the expected range (95.6 ± 3.4 km/s), with only 7 being within the half-light radius , showing the need for having a better method of preselecting RGB candidates before committing to spectroscopy. Our CT 1 T 2 photometry shows a narrow MSTO and SGB, with a metallicity of [F e/H] = −2.1 +0.3 −0.5 for the RGB and MSTO, with ages ranging from 12-14 Gyr, using the new Marigo et al. (2008) isochrones. In this study, Boötes I appears to be similar to, or slightly more metal poor than, M15, but does appear to have a small metallicity spread. Table 2 . From the DAOPHOT-ALLSTAR output, we selected objects with a CHI-value (the DAOPHOT goodness-of-fit statistic) between 0.5 and 1.5. Table 2 , the open stars are foreground stars from a nearby field, the crosses are a simulated stellar population using the TRILEGAL code (Girardi et al. 2005) , using the same area and limiting magnitude. We plot the Z=0.0002, 14.1 Gyr, and Z=0.0006, 12.7 Gyr isochrones (2008) is shown from the MSTO to the tip of the RGB. Again, the open stars are foreground stars from a nearby field, the crosses are a simulated stellar population using the TRILEGAL code (Girardi et al. 2005) , using the same area and limiting magnitude. Table 2 , with the plate solutions from the 2MASS catalog to convert the xycoordinates to right ascension and declination (J2000). Table  2 , shown as filled triangles. Star #19 is too red in (T 1 − T 2 ), and might be two unresolved stars. The constant-[F e/H] lines for RGB stars from Geisler, Claria & Minniti (1991) are marked. The Z=0.0001, 0.0002, and 0.0003, 12.7 Gyr, isochrones of Marigo et al. (2008) are plotted from the MSTO to the tip of the RGB. We note that all the isochrones from 10-15 Gyr fall almost on top of each other on this color-color plot, since these colors are only sensitive to metallicity, not age. The 7 brightest cluster members are shown as filled squares. Note. -A -Sources which have passed statistical cleaning and color-selection, and which have uncertainties better than 0.05 in all filters. B -Sources which have passed statistical cleaning and color-selection, which do not have uncertainties better than 0.05 in all filters. C -Sources which passed color-selection failed statistical cleaning, and which have uncertainties better than 0.05 in all filters. D -Sources which passed color-selection, failed statistical cleaning, and do not have uncertainties better than 0.05 in all filters. E -Sources which passed statistical cleaning but failed color selection. F -Sources which failed statistical cleaning and color selection.
Figure Captions
VA -Source accepted by Martin et al.'s (2006) radial velocity study. VR -Source rejected by Martin et al.'s (2006) radial velocity study. BSS -Possible blue straggler star.
